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Integration of SAP® Waste
and Recycling into Existing
SAP Software Landscape
Quick facts

“With SAP Waste and Recycling, we
were able in a short space of time to
fully automate the processing of data
from our weighing terminals and
can now feed this data directly into
our central data processing systems.”
Jens Schnakenberg, IT and Process Consultant
and Project Manager, swb Entsorgung GmbH

Company
•	Name: swb Entsorgung GmbH, part of
swb AG
•	Location: Bremen, Germany
• Industry: Utilities – energy supply and
waste disposal
• Products and services: Electricity, natural
gas, water, heating, waste disposal, and
technical services
•	Revenue: €1.15 billion (2009)
• Employees: About 2,450
• Web site: www.swb-gruppe.de
• Implementation partners:
SAP® Consulting, CSC
Challenges and Opportunities
•	Optimize IT support for company’s waste
disposal business and integrate its IT into
swb AG’s overall IT infrastructure
•	Replace legacy systems on schedule
Objectives
Automate most of the processes associated
with the collection and removal of waste
SAP Solutions and Services
• SAP Waste and Recycling application,
including software to communicate with
weighing terminals
• SAP Legal Requirements for Waste and
Recycling application by PROLOGA

SAP Customer Success Story
Utilities – Energy Supply and Waste Disposal

Implementation Highlights
•	Fully automated the exchange of data
between the weighing system and the
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
software
• Met a tight schedule
•	Completed project quickly, meeting all
time, cost, and implementation targets
Why SAP
•	Functions that harmonize with company
strategy
• Superior potential to automate and integrate processes
• Solution and consulting expertise
Benefits
•	Automated, integrated processes
•	Fewer interfaces
•	Ability to handle weighing data for waste
and the supply of energy
•	Ability to handle materials and data on the
recovery of waste from power stations
• Support for regulatory compliance
• High acceptance among users
Existing Environment
• Weighing technology from OAS AG
• SAP software–based application
landscape

Integrating processes to solve problems – that was what swb
Entsorgung GmbH (swb), a utilities company based in Bremen,
Germany, set out to do. And that’s what it did. It connected the
weighing terminals used for delivery and removal of waste to its
enterprise resource planning (ERP) software landscape and fed
the supply of materials to the software as well. It also automated
its processes, reduced effort at the weighing terminals, and
accelerated the entire process chain.
Weighing and Dispatching in No
More Than Two Minutes

Turning Waste into Heat and
Power

Every day, over 300 trucks, each carrying 20 tons of waste, arrive at swb
AG’s two waste-to-energy plants in
Bremen. The first stop is the truck
scale, where each truck takes a mere
two minutes to weigh in. Only two of
the eight terminals are staffed; all the
others are fully automated. Drivers use
an ID card or a bar code to identify
themselves and trigger the weighing
process by scanning the bar code on
their delivery or collection document.
From the bar code, the most important
information, such as customer, order,
and order item data, is sent directly to
the truck scales. The weighing data is
sent automatically to the ERP software.
“Integration starts at the gate,” says
Jens Schnakenberg, swb’s IT and process consultant. Schnakenberg also
served as the project manager for
the development and implementation
project for the SAP® software–based
solution.

From the nearly 800,000 tons of waste
it collects annually from residents in
Bremen and surrounding communities,
swb’s plants generate electricity and
heat for over 700,000 people, in addition to supplying water and gas. swb
also provides technical services to its
customers.
Founded in 1854, the company has
been part of EWE AG since October
2006, but it entered the waste disposal
business relatively recently. In 2008 the
company took over the waste-to-energy
plant in Bremen, which converts
municipal solid waste, commercial
waste, and residues from mechanical
biological treatment into heating and
electricity. In 2009, the middle-calorific
waste-to-energy plant located in
Bremen’s port district, where swb has
two coal-fired power stations, came
on stream. This plant handles middlecalorific commercial waste and solid
waste residues and feeds some
235,000 megawatt hours of electricity
into swb’s grid each year.

Meeting the IT Integration
Challenge
In order to take on waste management,
swb had to map and incorporate new
logistics processes into its existing IT
infrastructure. That required harmonizing and automating waste acceptance
and removal processes, and weighing
fuel and residues at the facilities. The
truck scales of all facilities had to be
integrated, as well as the supply of
refuse-derived fuel and materials and
supplies for its coal-fired power plants.
And finally, the software had to be
integrated into swb’s existing SAP
infrastructure.
The main challenge was integrating the
truck scales into swb’s SAP software
and closing any integration gaps. At the
same time, swb wanted to optimize its
processes so it could capture weighing
data cost-effectively, centrally, and in a
standardized way. The software had to
help them comply with waste management regulations and produce the reports required. “Handling the complexity of regulations and restrictions,
linking waste characterization analyses
with the forms required – it all has to be
handled reliably, efficiently, and as part
of daily business,” says Schnakenberg.
At first the company did not know
which software could help it do all this.
Once it was clear that the legacy system would not meet the company’s
growing requirements, they started to
look at different solutions. Besides
strategic aspects, swb considered
other criteria, such as the functions
they needed and cost-effectiveness.

“Handling the complexity of regulations and restrictions, linking waste
characterization analyses with the forms required – it all has to be
handled reliably, efficiently, and as part of daily business.”

Jens Schnakenberg, IT and Process Consultant and Project Manager, swb Entsorgung GmbH

The search led to SAP, already a longterm partner, and the SAP Waste and
Recycling application.

Integrating Processes in Just
Eight Months
swb had tested a prototype of the SAP
software, so it knew it was opting for
the right solution. And SAP Consulting,
with its considerable solution and industry expertise, was the obvious
choice of implementation partner.
Quality assurance and consulting on
technical aspects were handled by
CSC. The time schedule was tight,
with only eight months till the end of
the fiscal year and before the new
middle-calorific power plant was due to
come on stream. Although swb took
over the waste-to-energy facility during
the project, the deadline was still met.

Achieving One-of-a-Kind
Connectivity
A successful implementation project is
one thing, but benefits must be realized
as well. There are plenty of those,
thanks to the integration, automation,

nects logistics processes to core applications in power plants. The net result
is increased speed, data accuracy, and
consistency of data flow.

forms and disposal documents. They
handle the processes for testing waste
and see that the relevant hazardous
waste disposal permits are updated.

Unlocking Data Flow from Truck
Scales to ERP Software

Having everything integrated benefits
the engineers as well. The management of the waste disposal facilities is
integrated into the company-wide maintenance infrastructure, which runs on
SAP software. The functions of this
central SAP software support maintenance and repair of the equipment
used for weighing and waste disposal.

The key feature of the solution implemented at swb is the integration of
SAP Waste and Recycling into the
company’s existing SAP infrastructure.
Process integration starts right at the
entrance to the plant. The truck scale
used to be a bottleneck: complex
weighing processes, reams of paperwork, and the considerable amount of
data that had to be entered took a lot
of precious time. These problems have
been consigned to the past. The plant
and the truck scales are now connected up with swb’s entire IT system.
swb’s truck scales from OAS AG are
controlled by SAP ERP software and
supplied with all the data needed for
the weighing process, such as order
data, customer data, and contract data.
The data sent from the scales to the
SAP applications for sales, materials

Integration starts at the gate.”
Jens Schnakenberg, IT and Process Consultant and Project Manager, swb Entsorgung GmbH

and harmonization that resulted from
the project. swb feels the solution is
one of a kind. The software supports
processes associated with waste disposal and supplying energy and heat.
It has automated the weighing stage
and downstream processes, and it con-

management, and accounting is used in
the next processes, which range from
updating the material ledger and requesting debit memos to invoicing and
generating reports on specific customers or for compliance. Integrated processes help manage waste approval

Keeping Costs Down Through
Automation
swb’s new application not only helped
the company integrate its processes,
but it enabled them to automate everything from waste acceptance and removal to the delivery of fuel and supplies. But the benefits of automation
can best be seen at the weighing terminals. Vehicles are identified at the
swipe of an ID card; order and contract
data is scanned in; and the weighing
process is fully automated. After between 60 and 120 seconds, the next
truck can roll up. The plant can now
handle some 300 trucks a day without
keeping their drivers idle.
Automation also has a long-term beneficial effect on the workforce: six of
the eight truck scales at swb’s power
plants are unmanned because the truck
drivers take care of the weighing themselves. This results in considerable
cost savings and, more important,
business-critical assignments for the
staff that has been freed up.

www.sap.com /contactsap

Harmonizing Processes Throughout the Business
“Having different workflows for weighing processes was a challenge,” says
Jens Schnakenberg. This was what
swb wanted to overcome. In one place,
waste is stored ready to be supplied
to other plants, which are then invoiced. Elsewhere, supplies and secondary fuels are delivered to the coalfired power plants. As different as
these processes seem, swb wanted to
harmonize them and adapt the solution
to the way its plants work. In addition
to functions for handling the processes
at the truck scales, SAP Consulting
helped swb add functions that handle
the collection of residues and delivery
of materials and supplies. The functions
were then integrated with the purchasing and inventory management functions in the materials management

component of the SAP software. Now
swb can capture and process in one
solution all the data related to waste
delivery and removal, delivery of supplies and materials, and collection of
residues. And employees can work
with a single standard user interface.

Looking Ahead
swb’s project to connect up its weighing terminals and integrate SAP Waste
and Recycling into its IT infrastructure
was a huge step toward increasing
automation and improving the quality
of its processes. The company has
already set its sights on new goals.
Their plans to expand their SAP infrastructure include setting up a customer
relationship management solution,
and their IT specialists are looking into
business intelligence as well.
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